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Inter-university Upper atmosphere Global 
Observation NETwork
(IUGONET) 
H. Hayashi, Y. Koyama, T. Hori, Y. Tanaka, M. Kagitani, 
A. Shinbori, S. Abe, T. Kouno, D. Yoshida, S. UeNo, 
N. Kaneda, M. Yoneda, H. Tadokoro, T. Motoba,
and IUGONET project team
- Session 6: Application of Information Technologies to Data Systems-
The First ICSU World Data System Conference, Kyoto (Japan), 5 Sept. 2011   
The IUGONET project - Objectives
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The IUGONET project aims at building “e-
infrastructure” for researchers to effectively find, get,
and analyze various kinds of upper atmospheric data
spread over universities and institutes.
 To distribute ground-based observational data accumulated over 
50 years since IGY (both digital and analogue data)
 To promote analyses of multi-disciplinary data, which will lead to 
comprehensive studies of mechanisms of long-term variations in 
the upper atmosphere
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Observations by IUGONET institutions
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Various observation parameters (wind, geomagnetism, aurora, sunspot etc.) taken 
by various techniques in various time periods at various locations and altitudes
Such observational data not necessarily well used in scientific researches so far 







































Expand this system to 
satellite and simulation 
data
Finally to other Earth and 
planetary science fields …
Virtual Information Center 
for upper atmospheric sci.
Researchers in other 
institutes/universities 
in Japan and overseas
Create a metadata database 
of upper atmospheric data 
for cross-search
Develop an integrated  
data analysis tool to 







of Polar Research 
WDC for Geomag., Kyoto Univ.
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Kyoto Univ.





PROBLEM: Various kind, 
huge amount of data 
spread over institutes 
and universities
SOLUTION: Create a 
metadata database for 
cross-search of these 
distributed data
Promote new types of 
upper atmospheric 
research by analysis of 
multi-disciplinary data 
Design of metadata format
 closely related to STP and upper 
atmospheric researches
( easy to use as a base format)
 new metadata elements & words 
appendable
( customizable according to our data)
 widely-used in existing Virtual 
Observatories
( possible to exchange metadata)
(http://www.spase-group.org)
 IUGONET adopted SPASE as the base format 
developed to describe research 
resources regarding heliospheric and 
magnetospheric satellite observations
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Development of metadata DB system











<ResourceName>SuperDARN Hokkaido HF radar, common 




<Description>Common mode data generated by SuperDARN 
Hokkaido HF radar. Data





 Including fundamental functions to register, search, provide, and 
harvest metadata written even in the IUGONET metadata format.
 Free software, widely used by digital repositories in many universities 
over the world. 
About 2000 metadata of datasets are available for now !                  
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Metadata DB system – search result
Datasets that match input 
keyword(s) are listed !
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Jump to metadata of “person” 
(e-mail address, etc.)
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Development of analysis software
IUGONET data analysis software (UDAS) = IDL + TDAS
 To help users easily download, visualize, and 
analyze various data provided from us 
THEMIS Data Analysis
Software suite  
- a set of IDL libraries 
Able to make stacked plots of 
time series to compare various 
kind of data
Easy to handle data even for those 
who are not familiar with the data 
by using GUI
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Installation & stable 
operation
Install system Update system Construct the integrated research 
environment (video and/or web 
conference system, etc.)
Extension to other 
disciplines
Wrap up the project and discuss 


















Design and build the IUGONET 





Conduct regular operation of the 













Formulate the IUGONET common 
metadata format and keep 




Create metadata in the designated 

















Design an integrated analysis 
software to download, visualize, 
and analyze data provided from 




Develop the IUGONET analysis 








Rearrange existing observational 
DBs and newly compile DBs of 
undatabsed items
Scientific researches
Do interdisciplinary researches 






Provide project information to the 
public through the website
Project timeline
Rearrange DBs corresponding to 
metadata & software development 
Conduct scientific researches with the IUGONET products
Target relatively old, undatabased items
Update format as needed
Target relatively old, undatabased items
Today
Release of IUGONET products
http://www.iugonet.org/en/software.htmlhttp://search.iugonet.org/iugonet
The IUGONET metadata database and analysis software 
have been released for beta-testing !
 We welcome your feedback
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Summary
 The IUGONET project (http://www.iugonet.org) builds
metadata database and analysis software to promote 
effective use of upper atmospheric data taken by 
various ground-based observations.
 The IUGONET products have been beta-released!
 The IUGONET plans to exchange metadata with other 
similar organizations/projects for different types of 
data. We also would like to collaborate with other 
disciplines to build more comprehensive system.
Metadata database :
Analysis software :
http://search.iugonet.org/iugonet/
http://www.iugonet.org/en/software.html
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